
I am in a field building the cathedral I designed to host my project. I am actually placing cement tiles in the middle to create the path to the altar but my collaborators arrive and we decide to put my project in an ark. I then stop working on the cathedral and decide to build the ark elsewhere.

I am walking in a park with some friends and let them go ahead. I suddenly realize that one of them is carrying my backpack and run after her to get it back. As I reach her I realize that it is another girl with a similar backpack and have to run in the city to search where she might have gone.

I am at a restaurant seating next to an old man when the waiter comes. We have not even ordered and she shows us two different cakes we can have as a dessert. The old man wants a apricot jam tart but he is very picky on how the waiter should cut it for him following the pastry patterns. 

I am watching a movie about two men kept in the sea with two terrorists pointing the riffles at them. As the latter prepare to drown them once again to steal some vital information but one of the men manage to run on the beach. The terrorists start shooting but he makes it on top of a hill.

I am in a small castle and notice how the stone walls have been covered in wood. There is a spiral staircase going down and I manage to reach the public toilettes. I check that the water is running and as I turn around I find a fridge with thin slices of fish I think of taking but it is raw.

I am trying to hide inside an apartment but find that people are living there. I then move behind a curtain checking out some immigrants coming back from work. I hear them talking Spanish and as I turn around I realize that one of them is behind me and pretend to also be a Mexican worker.

I am in a small park of our Dutch town and talk to an old family friend. I tell him about a natural reserve he can reach y following the railroad and he tells me that he has already been there. He talks about a river with an island and realize that he either has no clue or he explored much further.

I am in an auditorium with people leaving and decide to talk to the local priest. I tell him that I want to become a volunteer in an African country and I wish to have his consent before I tell my parents. He then starts telling me that I can help him volunteering for rich people who became poor.

I am walking across the Swedish garden of my former parents-in-law. There are still no leaves on the trees and there is quite some snow. The neighbour villa is actually much bigger than I remember and I can see him talking to another neighbour even though he belongs to the nationalist party.

I am watching a movie about a black woman wanting to go to her gym. She actually finds it close due to the pandemic restrictions and manages to set up a conference call with her personal trainer. The latter asks if her rich black husband is willing to prostitute himself for very little money.

I am in a playground with my spiritual friend talking to him while scratching a stick on the ground to make it sharp. As I see that the tip is getting black he tells me that he is living to go to a Japanese city in May. I then tell him that it must be soon because we are already in the middle of May.

I am in a bathroom combing my hair. They are very long and get quite straight with the special hairbrush I am using. I then wonder what kind of hairbrush I am using and notice that it has a curler attached on one side. The girl who owns is suddenly comes in and my hairs get all curly.

I am in old city alley talking to my English tenant. She explains to me that she won't be able to pay the rent immediately and I ask her when is she planning to start paying again. She then tells me that she will do so from the end of the month and I realize that her flatmate also haven't paid it.

I am with my oldest son in the underground of an electrical supply store checking a shelf with video-games. As I am checking a series of boxes with five different kinds of video-game collections he finds a box with a toy turtle inside. It can be plugged to his screen and I agree to buy it for him.

I am in a gallery when the owner lets me talk on the phone with the owner of another gallery. I then try to explain to her my project and show her a shelf saying that it is a scale model of an installation I am building. I try to show her some photos but she is interested on a native American work.

I am traveling along the north west Italian coast looking for a place where to swim. I then talk to a local about it and he tells me that the area is all quite ugly. I am sure it has a good reputation and try to tell me where I should go. He finally answers that there is a nice place more to the south.

I am talking to my Neapolitan friend and he shows me on his phone his property back home. It is very narrow but long and he tells me the amount of square meters. They are a lot and I ask if he owns part of the sea. He does and he also shows me a small island from where he can take a bath.

I am in an empty museum checking different ancient Roman graves. As I move across a narrow corridor to the right I notice a girl slowly moving my way. We both check the inside of all the graves until we reach the same grave and discover some living tadpoles within. I then hold her hand.

I am seating outside a cafe with my old friends and realize that it is the birthday party of one of them. As we start singing a birthday song I notice one girl across the table staring at me. There is also a guy next to her but then see that he could be the boyfriend of what looks like her sister.  

I am in a museum and want to convert a file I have on a memory stick using the application developed by a famous artist. The lady at the counter shows me computer I can use but then see that I am photographing the memory stick. I try to explain to her that it is part of my art project.

I am in a bookstore trying to show the staff  that they sell a book I have contributed to. I then open it to look for my article but cannot find it. The editor of the book also shows up and she suggests to look at the index page. My name is spelled incorrectly there and there are pages missing.

I am in a dormitory and meet in the kitchen with other people living there. I am actually subletting my room and I tell them that an American girl should arrive any moment to live there. One of the guys then asks if she is black but I know that she is blond and the national canoe champion.

I am in American city of the north west coast attending an art academy. It is my first day in class but there is no teacher and all other students are working on their own projects. I then talk to the one seating next to me and she is also very poor and wishes to enroll to another art academy.

I am walking through an ancient city and reach a parking lot where I just got a ride from a girl. There is a beautiful view from there of an abandoned cathedral and I want to shoot a film of it but the girl is in a hurry and gets in her car. She is fat and I have to go over her to get to my seat.

I am with my girlfriend's father and we reach his oldest son's villa. He really dislikes the lamp that the wife of the latter has installed and shows me some painting he has landed him. They are standing on the floor and looks quite nice but they are not so well positioned next to one another.

I am testing a video in my computer filming me working on my installation in the mountains. It shows me moving big rocks and I try to rewind it from the beginning but there are a lot of animations with cartoon like characters chasing each other from the valley below the installation upward.

I am in a classroom giving a lecture to some students and they get very excited about an experiment I conducted in the attic of my Dutch house. I have started a fire there although the roof is too low and use a metal sheet to create a small panda. I then use my welder to give it some colours.

I am in a park holding a red thread and suddenly get pushed down the hill by an American cadet. He is standing in front of a cannon pointing a gun at me. As he pushes me too close to gun he uses a small pocket knife against my throat but I use my knife to cut the thread and go report him.

I am in the bedroom of our Dutch house getting ready to go out. I actually need to borrow the neighbour's son bike and hear his brother calling me from outside. I then open the window and realize we are very high up. His brother still needs the bike and he only wants me to take a walk.

I am boarding in an airplane and realize that all other passengers standing in line before and after me have huge suitcases. Due to the pandemic restrictions they have to take them in the plane themselves. I have no luggage and realize I could have brought a lot of stuff without paying for it.

I am talking to a carpenter friend about the routes he takes to go by bike. He then shows me on the map how he keep on a parallel path from the main road and he is able to go on the side of a cliff. I then tell him how following the main road I always ended up carrying my bike on the rocks.

I am walking inside the cafeteria of a retirement home. It is filled with elders eating and I try to look for my dead grandfather. I actually find him behind a glass wall standing in the dark and I seat next to him to chat a bit but a lady arrives and tells me that she has booked the table I am using.

I am in a park helping my Italian architect to dig a hole in the ground. He is going to position a sculpture there and I start pulling a rope attach to it when a girl comes. She is actually the daughter of a neighbour and I remember her being very young but now I can see she is showing her breast.

I am in a Dutch city talking to the clerk who has been assessing my installation permits. He actually has a racing bike just like mine but of a different brand. Before he leaves he gives me a slice of cake and then tell me where to find the pastry shop where I can buy some more for my family.

I am in a small kitchen with a cute Italian girl. We actually make a lasagna together and I look at her preparing the first layer. I suddenly have an idea and turn it removing think slices to add some extra filling. She understands what I want to do and we use our hands next to each other.

I am watching a TV programme about a singer who is in love with a woman. She doesn't want to be with him even though he is very famous and he starts following her to understand why. He then finds he in a small square in the city with an half Chinese guy who is in fact not even handsome.

I am on the phone with my mountain village neighbours and ask them if I can shower at their place. We just arrived at our place but the water is still cold and we need to get ready to go to a party. I actually hear their oldest son saying that we shouldn't be allowed to shower there.

I am in a restaurant seating next to a pretty girl. I am actually not in the least interested about her but we just chat. I soon I realize that my girlfriend might get jealous even thought there is even a net separating me from the girl. I then decide to walk home with my girlfriend though the woods.  

I am walking in a German city and hear singing in a modern church. I go inside and realize that it is old and there is a mass but the altar is on the right of the entrance. As the priest starts giving the communion I also get in line for it but realize that he is using his hands despite the pandemic.

I am in the kitchen with my girlfriend giving food to my kids. I actually cooked two different kind of fish. They are both white but one of them is fresh and the other one is frozen. I expect my girlfriend to serve the former to the kids but she starts putting the frozen one on our daughter's plate.

I am walking in a German city together with a local. I already two ways from the center to a park where I take my kids to play but he shows me a road connecting them. It is not as straight forward and as we reach the second way I know to the park I barely recognize where we are.

I am in a square with a girl who gets a phone call from a famous newspaper. They want to meet her at a fancy hotel to discuss a news they want her to write for them. She has no clue about the topic but she anyway accepts the job and I tell her that I also have a doctorate and could write it.

I am in our Dutch house with an Asian girl. We both seat on the floor and as I tell her about my art project she kisses me. We then lay down and I realize the she is wearing no pants. As I squeeze her butt she starts trembling with pleasure and I believe she must be very much in love with me.

I am in an small kitchen checking my phone and get several message from a Eastern European carpenter. I met him only once working in the apartment and he seemed rather scary but decide to open the messages anyway and find that he took a beautiful portrait of me in the dark kitchen.

I am walking in a museum with a guy who is actually a famous artists. I actually don't know what his work is about but then see a poster of one of his paintings. I don't find them so special but then he explains to me how he sticks the paint up his ass and then poohs it over a large canvas.

I am in a forest road with my girlfriend's brother and father. The latter is supposed to travel with us to our mountain village and I ask him if he has booked a flight. He has not booked it yet and tells me that no one is traveling because of the pandemic so he is waiting for a last minute offer.

I am in walking in a palace with the Italian clerk who assessed the building permit for my art installation. I then suggest that they should move the city hall there but he tells me that the mayor wants to keep it in a much older palace even though the floors are not stable and it can  fall apart.

I am in a big post office about to send in an application. It has been already sealed with a metal string but I actually want to double check what is inside. An officer is following me to guarantee that it doesn't get open but I am able to convince him that I can open the seal and check the content.

I am in a office with several others coworkers and want to show one working in a corner a new band I just found. He is actually standing on an elevated patio and I go to him but realize he is watching a porn. He is anyway not interested and as I get back the same porn is playing on my laptop.

I am in our Dutch house talking to my girlfriend. As I stand behind the table I pick from the garbage the old sneakers I just threw away. I then put them back with the other sneakers but realize they are really unusable. It is a hard choice but in the end I threw them back in the garbage. 

I am jogging with my old friends down a tunnel. I actually have no idea where we are going and I am about to get tired when we reach an old building. It was bombed during the second world war but everything inside is still as it was right after the bombing with skeletons of young babies.

I am at a left wing protest in an Italian city and meet the local leader of the right wing. She claims that I should have not travel to their city but I actually remember having read her blog. She is quite impressed about it and I tell her of two passages I found interesting in one of her articles. 

I am walking on a long road with my daughter in my arms and my girlfriend just behind us. She actually checks my shoes and thinks that I should get new ones. At first I also agree but as I look at them closely I realize that they are still very fine and I can fix the sides with some super glue.

I am in an empty street and approach a house where my old friends are waiting to do some clean up. They are all looking at their phones really bored and I decide to cook for them. I then take the grill out to start cooking some meat but find that it was already used and it was not cleaned.

I am in my son's mother property renovating a small chapel. The plaster of the walls are too old and I need to remove them but she suddenly shows up saying that she will have some Ukrainian workers to do that job. She anyway wants to thank me for my work with a new electric bike.

I am with a friend in a shop selling different kinds of equipment for welding. As I walk further into the shop the lights turn on and I find a whole department selling pants with knee reinforcements.  They are really what I need for welding but I cannot find the right size for me and ask for help.

I am in an Egyptian village walking with a vacuum cleaner. There is actually a part missing and it is no longer working. A girl tells me that she stole it and I hold he by the neck to tell me where she put it. It is actually on a cliff on the opposite side of the mountain standing right in front of us.

I am in a small room with my best friend and two girls seating on the opposite side. He is into one of them and wraps a green candy in paper. He then gives it to her and she accepts her even though he starts declaring his love with her out loud and she starts talking about something else.

I am in my parents apartment and hear the alarm setting off. My twin sister is in the living room and manages to shut it down almost immediately. I then think that it was a mistake but she starts calling different other premises the family owns to see if they have been robbing them there.

I am in a bathroom with my old Brazilian friend and find two girls making love in the tub. He tells one of them to move and lays on top of the other. As they are done I also get to take a bath but a tall and black man also wants to get in. I assume he is a musician but he is a basketball player.   

I am in a street of my native village gluing a rounded wooden strip on a special table I am building for my laboratory. I ask a man on the opposite side if he sells glue and he says that he does but I should let older people do such work. I don't care about it and just use a lot of the glue I have.

I am walking next to a forest and see a relative biking my way. He is together with another family friend and I say hi to them but none of them recognizes me. My stepfather also shows up by bike behind them. His face is really upset and I am glad he doesn't seem to recognize me either.

I am outside an empty parking lot boxing with another guy. There are actually some panels behind me to separate us from two older guys also boxing. The panels are actually falling down and I try to put some tape to keep them up but the guys get angry and stop their training to remove them.

I am watching a big mountain from afar and a local tells me that the tip in the middle is actually much higher than the two tips on each side. I see that they are almost the same height but then get to fly on top of the middle one and realize that it is a glacier with climbers trying to reach the top.

I am in an art academy looking in the room where the trash get stored to see if I can find some wood. It is actually full of wood I can reuse and see that a girl is also trying to get some. We actually start searching together and suddenly kiss. She is the mother of my kids and that is how we met.

I am attending an American university and realize that I am almost done with my studies. I actually have no prospect to do anything in the future and I ask my teacher to advice me on a master. She then seats down with me and asks for my bank details so that she can send me some money.

I am walking in a building and realize that my Dutch neighbour's son is just walking ahead. He does not recognize me and I try to catch up with him but he is too fast. We have to cross an entrance with plastic stripes and I almost reach him but he keeps straight while I have to go upstairs. 

I am in a German city waiting in line and see a brochure showing that somewhere in town there is a museum about torture. I find it quite interesting and propose some girls around me to visit it together. As I turn around I see that it is right there in a fancy skyscraper and decide not to visit it.

I am looking at a map to travel through a country from a big city up north to the capital down south. There is actually a road connecting the two cities and it is very straight but I see that it is not an highway. Also there are very few towns where I can stop and I check if they are any interesting.

I am in a park playing bowls with two elders. One of them says that it is useless to pray and that if one does that he is likely to fail. I then pray a god with one hand in the sky and with the other throw my ball. The shot is good and I am supposed to win but the ball is squared and doesn't roll.

I am visiting an amusement park for a second time and find some different rides. One of them is a big slide and a mother with his daughter tells me that they go up there to celebrate their birthdays. I then also go up there and prepare pasta with the fresh pesto a guy has used for his pasta.

I am on a bus with my best friend and we reach a station where there are a lot of young soldiers. It is the same station where we did our military service medical check and I even see the hospital facility where we went but it is now abandoned. As the bus stop I realize we have to go down.

I am in a parking lot where tables have been arranged for everyone to eat. My small daughter is seating at one end of a table and an old woman is trying to force her to eat. I then jell at the woman and take my daughter to the opposite end explaining to her that there is more shadow there. 

I am with a friend seating on the side of a road and see a man with an old wooden ladder going up a very hight apple tree. He is actually a Dutch man living our street and he start collecting apples in his shirt. One of them fall and I pick it up to eat it. It is good but some parts got rot already.

I am in a small classroom and should present a mobile application invented by another guy. I actually don't even know what it is about and try to start the presentation he has prepared on an old computer. It is a video and I invite the public to view it although I am unable to play it full screen.

I am with my twin sister attending a small political speech by a local candidate. He is quite young and actually talks giving his shoulder to us. I then walk in front to photograph him and realize that there are a lot of secessionist flags in the background and that he must be a far right politician.

I am in Swedish meadow and have to cross a river. I then take a ferry with a friend and we talk about the gloomy weather above us. The clouds are dark and very low with the temperature being quite cold despite the season and I tell him that I am used to it from the time I lived there.

I am in our Dutch house and get two small packages for our neighbour. I then go out to give them to her and call her name to open up but suddenly remember that I am in a fight with her husband. As I feel that the packages can contain something precious I think of keeping them for myself.

I am in an airport and need to board a plane but there are a lot of tourists in front of me. As we slowly proceed to an escalator I seat on the rolling band to go ahead of them but it is too fast and as the escalator ends I fly over another escalator. I actually land right at the gate were I needed to be.

I am in the Swedish capital and get on a bus to reach my apartment in the suburbs. I already took one bus and don't need to pay again but anyway put my ticket on the reader next to the driver. It makes a different sound than usual and I put it again but it makes me pay for a new ride.

I am walking with my spiritual friend in the Italian capital and I suddenly remember a nice road to reach an ancient monument. He wants to go on a normal road and as we discuss we cross a bridge over another ruin. Below is a man throwing a disc across it using an identical disc to push it.

I am with my girlfriend in a sea resort and see that my stepfather is also there. We then think to avoid him by taking a ferry to an island but as we reach the harbour we meet my girlfriend's mother with her boyfriend. They are having a drink but she doesn't want to tell them where we are going.

I am in a big gym and meet a Chinese delegation who wants me to teach how to play basketball. As I get a ball in my hands and I am about to shoot I tell them I rather do some tai-chi with them. One Chinese man is interested and I prepare to move in a line but he wants to do it in a circle. 

I am walking in a Korean city and realize that everyone is dressing in the latest fashion with new baseball hats. I don't actually have one but did have enough money to buy a house there. As I walk to it I meet an American guy with an old baseball hat and he asks me if I need any money.

I am on a road in the countryside picking stones up to fix the fireplace in my cabin. As I walk back I realize that it is located just above an highway but my Polish friend and his girlfriend really like it. They are actually cooking for inside and I joke with them that I suddenly became homosexual.  

I am with my old mountain neighbour looking down a field. I actually see a black wolf looking like a cartoon character attacking some sheep. I then use my camera to photograph it but in the photo he appears as a normal white wolf. The picture is not so clear and I try again but he is too far.

I am in our Dutch house cleaning some stickers off a small video-camera. My girlfriend tells me that I should give her to her boss even though she doesn't like her. She even tells me to call her but I cannot remove all the glue from the front of the camera and I will have to use some chemical.

I am in a dining room giving my shoulders to a small crowd of women. They look all quite ugly but one who is actually the new wife of my old Swedish curator. He got really old and goes to the bathroom. She then shows me her kid and I realize that he has the same ugly eyes of his father.

I am in a hospital and talk to a young doctor about my health. I feel very fine but she finds out that I have lung cancer. She then tells me to come back again and that I have also another check scheduled. I won't have to pay for my cancer treatment but I will have to pay for the other check.

I am with my Dutch neighbour in our garden and he shows me that he has fixed the wall between us. It actually looks very ugly with cement sticking out as triangles. I then realize that I was doing a much better job with the plastering and that beneath it there are some ancient paintings.

I am with a family looking at a boat approaching a small peer. I then realize that the daughter of an old family friend is in it. I try to call her but she doesn't turn and the family invites me on their boat. We then start going very fast in front of a beautiful coastline with ancient castles.

I am walking down a modern tunnel with a steep wooden floor. There are actually some regular steps to prevent people from catching too much speed. I actually jump them all and reach the exit where I hear my stepfather asking my mother to make love while their daughter is peeing in a pipe.

I am in an orchid listening to a philosopher saying that another philosopher slided into death. I then approach him to ask him about the stoic principle of being firm rather than sliding. He then tells me to talk to my old art history professor and I try to follow him but there is a big crowd.

I am in a line with my spiritual friend and we show our badges to enter an artificial lake. We then start running around it with our feet in the crystal clear water and reach the opposite side where my friend has set up his tent. He even has a bookshelves with the book titles making a sentence.

I am the front row of a big American stadium grilling meat. There are other Americans grilling in the back rows and they complain that it is not going fast enough. I then realize that the more in front they are the warmer are the grills. As I tell them that I see their meat sliding towards the front.

I am watching the news when there is a sudden announcement that there will be a few minutes of silence to commemorate the death of an African American. The news then are interrupted but a commercial starts and I turn off the volume. It is about old Italian cars imported across the sea.

I am with a friend checking a map of a Russian archipelago up north. We actually find an island that resembles another Mediterranean island and we realize that it has the same name. We then ask a Russian girl if it is as beautiful as we imagine but she replies that it is only rocks there. 

I am in the house of a very rich woman with my parents and walk through various rooms with wild cats. We finally get into a room with only a dog and she lock the door behind us. I feel safe but then she has lunch served by the lake and I don't feel like going there with all her animals.

I am in a country road with my son walking back to our car but realize that a guy needed to go through with his car and had to drive on top of a hill. We then try to move our car immediately but realize that the guy has put all sort of branches around it to revenge. We then start removing them. 

I am with an Albanian friend and we are supposed to make love in front of her husband. She is actually a chicken and it is very hard to come. As I finally managed she transforms back into a woman and tells me that she is now divorced I will have to pay subsidies for the kid she will now bare. 


